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Summary:

Virtual organizations are gaining more and more popularity, including the utility industry. Utilities

and other related firms combine their competencies and other resources in order to gain better

market positions as deregulation sweeps through Europe. However, the realization of the strategic

potential of virtual organizations faces several obstacles. One of these difficulties is the fact that

participants in the virtual organization have different ways of processing information which can

impede their communication.

Empirical research is here reported on how the participants’ Decision Styles and their effect on

interaction patterns in the utility related R&D virtual organization called ISES, primarily located in

Sweden. The results include explanations of communication patterns (e.g., input volume, modes,

richness and reciprocity), morale, and subproject integration. Furthermore, it was found that different

Decision Styles were more or less stimulating team-building, creativeness and cooperation in a

virtual organization. Especially the Integrative style was found to promote synergistic interaction

among the participants: This suggests the usefulness of a Decision Style approach for team-building

more effective virtual organizations through mutual awareness, understanding, and utilization of style

differences as well as similarities among the participants.

Key-words: Decision Styles, Virtual organization, Communication, Information processing.
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Introduction

The deregulation of the utility market in Europe contributes to the development of cooperation and

joint projects between competitors and related businesses. Such cooperation where several firms

combine their competencies and resources can be seen as so called virtual organizations (Bosch-

Sijtsema 1997). Virtual organization are rapidly growling phenomena which are posing new

challenges to the management of effective organizations. The  geographical spread of the virtual

organization seems to generate problems of morale and communication. Even propensity to quit

organizations appears to increase in virtual organizations. Despite such problems the value of these

types of organization in an increasingly global, highly interconnected and rapidly changing world are

fueling a dramatic increase in virtual organizations.

Research on virtual organizations is in a very initial stage, but even now some of the general findings

summarized above have been challenged. Some studies have shown increases in communications and

morale as virtual organizations evolve. Although structural arrangements and technology can add in

improving virtual organizations, characteristics of the people in the organization may prove to be

essential in building successful virtual organizations.

This paper is based on an ongoing empirical research of a virtual organization in Research and

Development called ISES. ISES is enforced by EnerSearch AB, which is a utility related joint

venture between Sydkraft AB and IBM Utility in Sweden. In ISES, the decision styles of participants

are investigated in order to improve selection of members, synergy, effectiveness, communication

and cooperation between the participants.

The outline of the paper is as follows. The Decision Style model and the VOQ, as tools for

investigating the cognitive style of participants in a virtual organization, are briefly described.

Furthermore, the organization under investigation, ISES, is presented. Several questions are stated in

the empirical study of ISES and these questions are answered with help of the statistical data found

from the VOQ and the Decision Style tool applied in ISES. The result section contains information

and implications about the data found for the virtual organization. In the results the Decision Style

model is related to communication patterns, communication volume, reciprocity in communication,

integrator personality and to the accuracy of decision styles. As a conclusion, the main results are

summarized together with implications for the utility industry and future research.

The Decision Style model

The cognitive styles and capacities of the inhabitants of virtual organizations would appear to be vital

in managing these organizations. The lifeblood of virtual organizations is the flow of information. It

follows that information processing qualities of the people in the organization may spell the

difference between success and failure. Developments in theory and measurement of cognitive styles

permit the analysis of how such styles affect information exchange and subsequently, morale in
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virtual organizations. Morale is involved because poor communication is one of the most cited

reasons for poor morale.

Decision styles are learned habits for information use in the decision process. The Dynamic Decision

Style model developed by Driver, and Brousseau (1997; Driver, Brousseau & Hunsaker. 1993) uses

two dimensions of information processing. ”Information use” refers to how much information a

person typically uses in making decisions. The ”focus dimension” is concerned with whether the final

outcome is focused on one best solution or on many possibilities. From these dimensions a grid of

five basic styles is constructed. These basic styles are Decisive, Flexible, Hierarchic, Integrative and

Systemic (see figure 1).

The first two styles are known as Satisficers, since no more information is used than necessary for

making a decision. The Decisive style uses enough information to reach a single best solution. There

is no interest in elaboration and longwinded discussion. Communication should be brief and to the

point. The Flexible style also prizes brevity. In this style, enough information is used to generate

many solutions which can be put into play one at a time. Unlike the Decisive, the Flexible style will

shift style as the environment changes, hence in communicating with this style, brief interactive

communication is needed. Positions are likely to shift with this style so frequent interface, and two

way contact is important.

Figure 1: The Dynamic Decision Style Model, by Decision Dynamics Corporation 1992 (copyright)
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The last three styles can be placed under the category of Maximizers, this means that all relevant

information is used that helps to decide on matters. The Hierarchic style uses all relevant date to
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reach a carefully constructed plan. The plan is then enacted with great precision. Communication

with this style needs to involve high levels of well analyzed information. Accuracy of poorly

supported inputs are not well received. The Integrative style also uses high levels of data but

generates multiple solutions which are simultaneously enacted. This highly creative style is constantly

developing new approaches. Communication needs to be frequent, two way and at high levels. The

Systemic style combines the Integrative and Hierarchic approaches. High levels of information are

processed to give multiple but prioritized solutions. Communication with this style requires precision

and enough elapsed time between contacts to allow the relatively slow and deliberate analysis this

style needs to reach their own usually original conclusion.

It must be noted that no one style is superior to the other in making decisions. Each style works well

in the right environment and poorly when mismatched with the information demands of a situation.

Furthermore, individuals also can shift style. As environmental pressure, or load, changes most

people shift consistently from one style to another. Each person learns a consistent pattern of styles

which are used under different pressure conditions. Another source of style change occurs when

people move from social settings, involving important people to settings where one is alone or with

familiar people. When a person is very consciously trying to create the right impression with another,

they are using their Role style. When they are working by themselves or with very familiar others,

they use their Operating style. Usually these styles are not the same, both, however, predict behavior.

Decision Styles and Virtual Organizations
In a virtual organization, people from different disciplines, places or countries and with a different

background are selected in order to work towards creating joint outcomes that are greater than what

they separately produce. People are selected on their skills more than on the fact that they fit the

organizational culture. Participants of a virtual organization have not been recruited on the same way

as in traditional organizations. In traditional organizations one recruits people in order to fit the

company’s social life, culture and often nation. However, in a virtual organization this is not the

case, since people are located at different places in different countries (Bosch-Sijtsema 1997).

Therefore the success of a virtual organization is dependent on the participants cognitive

characteristics in communication and cooperation. Decision styles can impact virtual organizations in

many ways. For this study of a particular virtual organization the following issues will be examined:

1. Does Decision style affect communication volume? Are some styles more likely to sustain the

higher volume of communication required by virtual organizations that deal with complex

problems?

2. How do decision styles affect reciprocity in communication links in a virtual organization. Are

some pairs of people possessed of styles so differently that mutually rich communication is

impaired?
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3. Are some styles better at providing integration in an organization? Are some styles more likely to

show more interest, share more ideas or provide more creative solutions across organizational and

geographic boundaries?

4. Can people accurately determine each others information needs and styles? Or is it useful to

measure and share style data to improve style perceptions?

The organization studied

The organization involved in this study is ISES (Information, Society, Energy, System), which is

located, primarily in Ronneby in southern Sweden. ISES is centered around EnerSearch AB (a joint

venture of Sydkraft AB and IBM utility) and supported by a number of utility companies as well as

companies in related industries from Sweden and other European countries. The aim of ISES is to

develop new knowledge regarding strategic and technological developments for information

exchange and energy systems, such as two-way communication over the electricity network between

utility providers and their customers. Nine subprojects are established within ISES to deal with

research questions ranging from new technology to new business ideas. Many project workers of

ISES live in or near Ronneby, however, many more are located in widely scattered parts of Sweden

and one lives in The Netherlands. Connections are also under way with the US

Although a larger number of people are involved in ISES, 15 members were involved in this analysis.

They included the Director of EnerSearch, project leaders and project workers, many of whom were

graduate students.

Each person filled out the Virtual Organization Questionnaire (VOQ) designed by the US and

European Consulting Group Decision Dynamics. The VOQ is especially designed for the ISES

members, in order to measure communication and co-operation activities. The VOQ contained

questions about leadership, goals, communication and contact between participants, participants and

the sponsors and participants and management. Furthermore, participants had to state how much

they had helped other projects, how much they understood the other subprojects and if they were

interested in learning more about the details of these projects. They also filled out standardized paper

and pencil measures of the Role Style (the Driver Streufert Complexity Index) and of the Operating

style (the Driver Decision Style Exercise) (Driver et al. 1993). The Role style and Operating style

forms were used in order to analyze the decision style participants use both within more formal

situations (Role style) and in informal and familiar circumstances (Operating style).

Results

Part of the results found in the Virtual Organization Questionnaire are stated in this section in

relation to the found Decision Styles of the participants.
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General findings

Average responses to the VOQ revealed the following (scale of 1-7 is used, where 1 is lowest and 7

highest):

1. Group interaction was seen as below the median rating of 4, ISES as a whole was rated 2.7, while

the subprojects’ average rating was 3.7.

2. The desired level of interaction was much higher - rated 5.4 for ISES and 5.3 for the subprojects.

3. Help received from others was poor, rated at 3.5 while the desired level was 4.6.

4. Morale received a moderate 4.4 and collaboration received a rating of 4.2.

5. The Director was rated as being a good integrator (5.1) and as team oriented (4.5). However, the

subproject leaders were seen as less Integrative (4.5) and less team oriented (4.0).

6. Table 1 shows how communication modes were rated:

Research has suggested that when complex issues are at stake communication should have

maximum sensory richness as found in face-to-face meetings (Daft & Lengel 1990). This group

seems to favor the less rich e-mail mode, but does recognize a need for more face-to-face

meetings.

Table 1. General Ratings of communication modes by ISES members.

Preferred Used Received Want
Face-to-face 5.7 4.8 5.3 4.9 - more
Phone 5.0 5.2 5.4 4.4 - more
E-mail 6.3 6.4 5.7 4.4 - more
Fax 3.8 4.6 3.0 3.5 - less

7. Reasons for ratings of communication modes. Table 2, shows how each mode was seen in terms

of timeliness and contribution to trust.

Table 2. Ratings of Communication Modes on Timeliness and Contribution to Trust.

Timeliness Trust
Face-to-face 5.6 6.6
Phone 4.9 5.9
E-mail 5.0 5.1
Fax 4.3 4.6

One can conclude from these figures that support for the model of the value of rich

communication of face-to-face, is evident.

General Communication pattern

Figure 2 shows a picture of the lines of communication among the members of the ISES project (in

total there are 31 communication pairs between the members of ISES). Solid arrows reveal strong

links, dotted arrows reveal weaker connections. This picture is based on ratings of how much each
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person contacts each other. The letters between brackets refer to the style of the person, while the

numbers refer to the subprojects on which they work.

It is clear that there is a group of four at the center of the project who are strongly linked to each

other. This is the leadership group of ISES. There is another cluster involving subproject 1, which is

not strongly linked to the central group. Subproject 9 and 6 seem well connected pairs. However,

subprojects 2-5 seem very disconnected. This map supports the attitude results which pointed to

poor group interaction, particularly between subprojects.

The main purpose of this study is to see Decision style analysis can enhance understanding of the

communication and morale problems in the virtual organization.

Figure 2. Sociometric Communication, Map of virtual organization ISES.
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Decision Style and communication volume

In Table 3 the total volume of communication of the ISES members is presented.

Table 3. Communication volume and Hierarchic role style of ISES members.

Members Volume (average) Hierarchic role style (average)
High volume: C-A-H-D-K (>46) 59.20 2.25
Remaining 11 (<43) 37.20 4.75

If 4 or higher is taken as an indication of strong Hierarchic role style, the top four in communication

volume are all low, while 8 out of the remaining 10 lower volume people are high on Hierarchic role

style. This pattern is statistically significant (p = .05, Fisher Exact Test), Hierarchic role style is

expected to hold back in communication until all relevant information has been processed. This can

lead to communication disconnects as can be seen in Table 3. Since this is exploratory analysis not all
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relationships between style and behavior will be reported here. Only the most obvious results, such

as the Hierarchic role style relationship with communication volume, will be included.

Communication Volume Input Decision Style

Decision Style is also related to the volume of communication received by a person. Table 4 shows

how Decisive role style relates to communication input volume.

Table 4. Communication input volume and Decisive role style (based on sociometric communication map).

Members Input Volume (average) Decisive role style (average)
High volume: A-C-N-M-B(>46) 55.60 2.80
Remaining 11  (<45) 34.20 4,38

All but one of the top 5 except one, are low in Decisive role style, while all 10 of the lower volume

people are high. This is to be expected since the Decisive style does not want anything but short

input on only important issues. This result is statistically significant (p = .05, F.E.T.). Also of interest

is the finding that all people with low Operating Integrative scores were low in input volume.

Implication: it would seem useful to either shield for too much Decisive or Hierarchic role style or

work on training for more multi focus, Integrative thinking in virtual organization, if higher volume

communication is needed.

Reciprocity in communication

All else equal, communication seems to work best when each party contributes about the same

amount. Of course there are exceptions, as when people differ greatly in rank, but in a project like

ISES, where equality is sought, reciprocal communication volumes are valuable. A look at figure 2

will show that there are 31 relationship pairs to examine. In table 5 the distribution of the

relationships is shown.

The letters in table 5 indicate the operating styles of each pair of people. Clearly when people are in

different units, reciprocity is lost. The exception is that some Systemic-Integrative pairs can override

this problem. Why some Systemic-Integrative pairs are an exception must wait further studies, but it

seems evident that only very high information and multi focus pairs are likely to override distance.

In table 5, several so called toxic relations are presented. These relationships can be considered as

toxic since they differ in terms both information use (Satisficer vs. Maximizer) and focus (Unifocus

vs. Multifocus). That is, communication patterns along the two diagonals in Figure 1 have a high

potential for becoming toxic. In addition to these toxic pairs of Decisive - Integrative and Flexible -

Hierarchic styles, the strongly maximizing style Systemic tends to have toxic relationships with both

the satisficing styles Decisive and Flexible, even though the Systemic style partly shares their

respective unifocus- or multifocusness.
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Table 5. Types of communication relationships in ISES project.

Reciprocal and Strong
communication

Non-Reciprocal or weak
communication

In the same subproject S - I
S - I
S - I
I - F
S - F
I - H

S - F (Toxic relation)
S - F  (Toxic relation)
D - I  (Toxic relation)
D - S  (Toxic relation)
D - S  (Toxic relation)
S - I

Between different subprojects S - I
S - I
S - S
I - I

S - I
S - I
S - I
S - I
I - F
I - F
I - F
S - F  (Toxic relation)
S - F  (Toxic relation)
S - F  (Toxic relation)
S - F  (Toxic relation)
S - S
D - I  (Toxic relation)
D - I  (Toxic relation)
D - F

N.B. D=Decisive, F=Flexible, H=Hierarchic, I=Integrative, S=Systemic

As we can see in table 5, not even one single reciprocal and strong communication relationship has

toxic Decision Styles, while half of the non-reciprocal or weak relationships have toxic styles. Thus,

strongly different Decision Styles can be a significant barrier to effective communication in a virtual

organization. The other barrier found in table 5 is whether the participants are members of the same

subproject or not. While similar or toxic styles seem to explain communication patterns within the

same subproject as well as the few reciprocal and strong relationships between different subprojects

(all have non-toxic styles), there are many non-toxic styles between different subprojects that still

have non-reciprocal or weak communication. This can, in turn, be explained by such reasons as

geographical distance, lacking previous contacts, and less need to interact.

Note that four of the six reciprocal pairs involve two high information use persons, while all non-

reciprocal pairs involve a high information person with a low information person. Mutual information

use at a high level seems helpful in maintaining reciprocity in communication within teams.

Implication: Select or train towards Integrative and Systemic operating styles. Try to match pairs on

information use.
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Integrator personality

In addition to pure communication volume, there are types of communication which may foster

greater interaction and morale in virtual organizations. The VOQ asked people to rate each other on

three such types: interest in other subprojects, sharing ideas with other projects and working

creatively with other subprojects. Table 6 presents data on who scored high or low on these items.

Each of these items contributes to what can be termed a project integrator pattern.

Table 6. Project Integrator patterns (average).

Person Interest in projects Share ideas Creative synthesis Average Integrative
Operating style

Low Integrator
Group:
L-H-I-J-O-M

 - - - 4.17

Moderate
Integrator group:
K-N-F-D

+ / - + - 5.25

High Integrator
Group:
A-B-G-C

+ + + 6.00

If one looks at just Integrative operating style, it is clear that all of the top group have scores above

4, as do the middle group. On the other hand, four of the 6 in the low group scored below 4. This

pattern is statistically significant (p = .05, F.E.T.). Again the Integrative operating style appears to

help weld a virtual organization together.

However, even greater precision can be obtained by using scores on psychological complexity

derived from the Driver Streufert Complexity Index. Two of these scores prove useful here:

Complexity in analyzing people and in analyzing data. People analyzes complexity indicates how one

uses and prefers to use one’s energy for the purpose of understanding the motives, capabilities,

preferences and unique qualities of people with whom one interacts. A high score on people analyzes

means that one uses a high amount of energy in order to understand people, to understand their

individual characteristics. The data analyzes complexion indicates how one uses and prefers to use

one’s energy for analyzing information to make sense of things and situations (mostly technical

situations). A high data analyzes score means using a large amount of energy in order to obtain data

and in order to work with complex and abstract technical principles. For people analysis complexity,

two of 4 in the top group and three of 4 in the middle group scored high (>5). Only one of the 6  for

the low group. This is significant at p = .05 (F.E.T.). Data complexity is a bit different; three out of 4

in the top group scored high on data complexity, but none of the middle group scored high. As with

people complexity none of the low group scored high. Combining the middle and low groups; no-

one out of 10 scored high while three out of 4 in the top group did - a significant result at p = .05

(F.E.T.).
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When all three indices -Integrative operating style, data complexity and people complexity are

combined - a score of 15 or better should signal an integrator pattern. Of the top group only one

failed to score over 15. None of the middle or low groups did - again significant at .05 level. It

should be very evident by now that a more complex, multi focus style is most adept at providing the

type of cross unit interest and sharing that will foster better communication and morale in virtual

organizations.

Implications: Members are most especially, leaders of units in virtual organizations need to have or

learn Integrative styles of decision making.

Perceiving Decision Style accurately

The above results suggest that, aside from trying to foster integrative thinking, efforts would be

made to match communication to members’ information needs. Matching should include amount,

breadth and mode of communication. To accomplish this, organizations can use the VOQ directly,

but there may be perceptual errors in so direct a measure. This issue can be tested. The ISES

personnel rated each other on perceived data use and breadth of interest. These can be compared

with scores on the standardized measures of Role and Operating style.

For information use there was some agreement between perceptions and standard measures. Those

rated high on data use had higher test scores on Integrative, Hierarchic and Flexible styles. On the

Decisive operating style they scored low. Only people operating at a Flexible level might be

misjudged and given too much data. But the Role style match was not as good. Perceived high data

users scored high on Hierarchic and Decisive styles while scoring low on Flexible and Integrative

styles. When people would work in Role style the Integratives would get too little data and the

Decisives too much.

Judgments of breadth of interest were even more different from test scores. Broad interest was

related to Flexible operating style very slightly, but also to Hierarchic style. Furthermore, the

Integrative style related to narrow interests. The Decisive style showed no relation. At the Operating

style level only Flexibles might be correctly perceived. Role style matching was better. Integrative

was linked to broad interest while Decisive and Hierarchic were related to narrow interests. Flexible

was slightly linked to broad interests.

It appears that when people are in operating style, breadth of interest is misperceived and while

people are in role style, data is misperceived. It seems useful to use validated instruments for

accurate style identification.
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Decision Style and communication mode

Finally, the issue of whether style relates to communication mode can be looked at. The two most

favored modes were e-mail and face-to-face. An obvious factor in mode choice is distance. Seven of

the members of ISES in this study lived some distance from Ronneby. Four of the seven preferred e-

mail, two preferred face-to-face communication and the seventh liked e-mail and face-to-face

equally.

From the local members of ISES, two clearly preferred face-to-face, while four preferred face-to-

face and e-mail equally. Four of these had multi-focus operating styles, while the fifth and sixth had a

Satisficing style of Decisve and Flexible. Of the three local members of ISES, who preferred e-mail,

two were Flexible Operating style persons and the third had an Integrative operating style, but a

Hierarcic and Decisive role style. While not statistically significant these numbers suggest that face-

to-face is more desirable for people who focus on many possibilities.

A final comment is that those who favored face-to-face communication tended to put more energy

into social complexity while those favoring e-mail tended toward data complexity.

Conclusion

From this case study one can state that Decision Style does affect many aspects of communication in

a virtual organization. Specifically, it was found that:

1. High Hierarchic role style is related to low communication output.

2. High Decisive role style is related to low communication input.

3. Low Integrative operating style is related to low communication input.

4. Non reciprocal relationships within a unit are related to pairs with one high and one low

information use style.

5. Reciprocal relationships in a unit relate to having two high information use people in pair.

6. Integrator personalities involve interest and sharing ideas and creativity across units. This

personality pattern is related to Integrative operating style and complexity in data and people

analysis.

7. Styles are not very accurately perceived using surveys in comparison with standardized tests.

8. Styles may affect communication mode choice, with socially oriented people with multiple focus

thinking being more interested in a face-to-face mode and more uni focus people with data

orientation being more interested in e-mail.

More and more virtual organizations are established within the utility industry. Therefore it is

interesting for future virtual organization partners to understand that cognitive aspects of participants

can help to make the organization successful. Within the ISES case, co-operation and

communication are important matters since participants are geographically distributed, but have to
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combine their results in order to work towards a common denominator. Therefore within ISES

Integrative style persons could help to stimulate team-work and co-operation.

Practical implications of the found results are very extensive. In virtual organizations the VOQ can

serve as a useful diagnostic tool for sensing how much and what kind of problems exist. Subsequent

assessment of members with Decision Style instruments can help in many ways. It can help each

person better understand the information needs of others. It can pinpoint where communication is

too low or non-reciprocal. It can indicate the type of style needed in integrator leadership roles. This

can lead either to better selection, better matching or training in the integrative skills which appear so

necessary for dense communication in a virtual organization trying to cope with complex problems.

It may even help to design the type of information and mode of communication best suited to each

member of the organization.

Future research deals with a more detailed analyzes about how Decision Styles can stimulate

selection, team-building, co-operation and communication in a virtual organization. At that point

several virtual organizations will be examined and the results will be compared, so that a model of

suitable Decision Styles in particular virtual organizations can be presented.
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